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            Abstract
As the temperature of a cooling object decreases as it relaxes to thermal equilibrium, it is intuitively assumed that a hot object should take longer to cool than a warm one. Yet, some 2,300 years ago, Aristotle observed that â€œto cool hot water quickly, begin by putting it in the sunâ€�1,2. In the 1960s, this counterintuitive phenomenon was rediscovered as the statement that â€œhot water can freeze faster than cold waterâ€� and has become known as the Mpemba effect3; it has since been the subject of much experimental investigation4,5,6,7,8 and some controversy8,9. Although many specific mechanisms have been proposed6,7,10,11,12,13,14,15,16, no general consensus exists as to the underlying cause. Here we demonstrate the Mpemba effect in a controlled settingâ€”the thermal quench of a colloidal system immersed in water, which serves as a heat bath. Our results are reproducible and agree quantitatively with calculations based on a recently proposed theoretical framework17. By carefully choosing parameters, we observe cooling that is exponentially faster than that observed using typical parameters, in accord with the recently predicted strong Mpemba effect18. Our experiments outline the generic conditions needed to accelerate heat removal and relaxation to thermal equilibrium and support the idea that the Mpemba effect is not simply a scientific curiosity concerning how water freezes into iceâ€”one of the many anomalous features of water19â€”but rather the prototype for a wide range of anomalous relaxation phenomena of broad technological importance.
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                    Fig. 1: Schematic of the energy landscape and Boltzmann distribution for the Mpemba effect.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Dynamics of system relaxation to equilibrium.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Equilibration time as a function of initial system temperature.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Controlling relaxation times.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Measurements of \({\boldsymbol{\Delta }}\boldsymbol{\mathscr{D}}\).[image: ]
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The datasets generated and analysed during this study are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12203021.v1.Â Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 One cycle of a feedback trap.
a, Measure the particle position. b, Calculate force from the gradient of the imposed potential (black) based on the position. c, Apply the force by shifting the harmonic trap centre (blue). The force applied is a linear restoring force with k the stiffness of the harmonic trap and Î”x the imposed trap displacement.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Schematic of the feedback-trap setup.
AOD,Â acousto-optic deflector; BS,Â beam splitter (non-polarizing); Cam,Â camera; DM,Â dichroic mirror; F,Â short-pass filter; FI,Â Faraday isolator; HW,Â half-wave plate; L,Â lens; LED, light-emitting diode; M,Â mirror; MO,Â microscope objective; PBS,Â polarizing beam splitter; PD,Â photodiode; QPD,Â quadrant photodiode; SC,Â sample chamber; SF,Â spatial filter; FPGA, field-programmable gate array. Planes that are conjugate to the backfocal plane of the trapping objective are shown in redÂ dashed lines.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Schematic of potential energy landscape.
The bath potential energy is shown with different slopes for the kinetic path. A steep slope represents high velocities with which the particles are quenched towards the minima. The steepness of the linear potential determines both the time and temperature scales.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Empirical potential energy landscape.
Red markers denote the potential reconstructed from the Boltzmann distribution of the position measurements, with no curve fitting; the superimposed solid blue line shows the imposed potentials. The error bars represent \(\sqrt{{N}_{{\rm{b}}}}/N\), where Nb is the number of counts in each bin and N the total number of counts.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 5 Finite maximum slope of the potential does not affect particle dynamics substantially.
a, The energy landscape for the Mpemba effect. Solid line depicts the initial energy landscape with infinite potential walls at the domain boundaries. The equilibrium distribution of the particle is calculated based on this potential (Uinitial). Dashed line shows the potential (Uquenched) in which the particle is quenched. b, Langevin simulations of the Mpemba effect using both potentials show no notable differences between the two cases.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 6 Cumulative probability distribution at the bath temperature.
The cumulative distribution of the Boltzmann distribution (inset) at the bath temperature is calculated. An algorithm based on binary search and linear interpolation is used to map the CDF (F) to position x (dashed lines). Asymmetry coefficient, Î±Â =Â 9.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 7 Mpemba effect is robust to the choice of distance measure.
a, b, The L1 (a) and KL distances (b). Data correspond to Fig. 2 for hot (ThÂ =Â 1,000), warm (TwÂ =Â 12) and cold (TcÂ =Â 1) temperatures. Both distance measures show crossing, indicating the Mpemba effect.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 8 Eigenfunctions of the FP operator.
u2(x) and v2(x) are the left and right eigenfunctions, respectively, and correspond to the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the FP operator. The negative of the left eigenfunction is plotted to aid to better visualization. The eigenfunctions are calculated for Î±Â =Â 3.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 9 Different noise levels do not affect the difference in equilibration time.
The hot (red) and warm (blue) systems have the same slope at large times (set by the potential energy). The signal decreases until it hits one of two different noise levels, n1 or n2 (indicated by thick red lines and horizontal dashes). The difference in the equilibration time is independent of the noise levels: Î”t1Â =Â Î”t2Â =Â twÂ âˆ’Â th.
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